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Abstract

We have performed a systematic angle-resolved photoemission study of as-grown (AG) and oxygen-reduced Pr2�xCexCuO4 and

Pr1�xLaxCexCuO4 electron-doped cuprates. Our results indicate that the nodal region of the Fermi surface, which is suppressed in the

AG samples, emerges in the reduced samples due to the suppression of the long-range antiferromagnetic order.
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1. Introduction

Since the discovery of the so-called T0 electron-doped
superconductors RE2�xCexCuO4 and RE1�xLaCexCuO4

ðRE ¼ (Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu)), the understanding of the reduc-
tion process necessary to achieve superconductivity in these
materials has attracted much attention. Even at optimal Ce
concentration, the as-grown (AG) samples become super-
conductors only after the removal of a tiny amount of
oxygen ð�1%Þ following a post-annealing process [1–4].
The actual debate on the microscopic origin of the
reduction process and how it can modify drastically the
transport properties [5] calls for a better understanding of
the electronic structure of these materials and especially on
the changes introduced by the reduction process. Particu-
larly, the suppression of the long-range antiferromagnetic
(AF) order after the reduction process [6,7] suggests that a
special attention must be devoted to the nodal portions of
the Fermi surface around ð�p=2;�p=2Þ.
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2. Experiment, results and discussion

High-quality Pr1:85Ce0:15CuO4 and Pr0:88LaCe0:12
CuO4 single crystals have been grown by the flux and
floating zone techniques, respectively. Some nonsupercon-
ducting AG samples have been annealed as described in
Refs. [8,9] and exhibit superconducting transitions around
24K. The samples have been studied by ARPES using the
PGM and U1-NIM beamlines of the Synchrotron Radia-
tion Center (Stoughton, WI) with 73.5 eV photons. The
data have been recorded at 40K using a Scienta SES-2002
analyzer with a 30meV energy resolution. The samples
have been cleaved in situ in a vacuum better than
10�10 Torr. Although this letter focuses on the data
obtained on Pr2�xCexCuO4, similar results have been
obtained for the Pr1�xLaCexCuO4 samples.
More than any other parameter, the suppression of the

long-range AF order following the reduction process has
significant impact on the ARPES spectra. We compare in
Figs. 1a and b, respectively, the band dispersion of the
reduced and AG samples slightly away from the AF zone
boundary, as indicated in the inset of Fig. 1a. In addition
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Fig. 1. (a) and (b) ARPES spectra obtained corresponding to the k location given by a thick line in the inset of panel (a), in which the thin solid, the

dashed and the dashed and dotted line correspond to the original band, AIF band and Brillouin zone boundary, respectively. The solid and dashed arrows

refer to features associated with the original and AIF bands, respectively. (c) and (d) EDC obtained along the nodal direction. (e) and (f) Simulations of

the nodal spectra using D size AF hybridization gaps (see the text). (g) and (h) Schematic FS.
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to the main band, which is identified by solid arrows, the
spectra of the AG sample exhibit additional features
(dashed arrows) associated with the AF induced folded
(AIF) band.

We now ask the question: how the presence of an AIF
band can affect the FS and the transport properties. Since
they have the same symmetries, the main and AIF bands
are expected to hybridize and open a gap everywhere they
cross. The momentum ðkÞ locations of these crossings
coincide with the magnetic zone boundary and their energy
locations depend on the k location on the magnetic zone
boundary. These crossings occur slightly above the Fermi
energy ðEFÞ for k located between the hot spots, which are
defined as the k locations where the main and AIF bands
cross precisely at EF. Unlike the lower hybridized band,
the upper hybridized band never crosses EF along the
nodal direction, and thus cannot be observed by low-
temperature ARPES. As the hybridization gap increases,
the top of lower hybridized band is pushed down and is
eventually gapped out when the hybridization becomes
strong enough.

In order to check this scenario, we investigated the band
dispersion of the reduced and AG samples and the
corresponding energy distribution curves (EDCs) are given
in Figs. 1c and d, respectively. In addition to a clear leading
edge shift as compared with the reduced sample EDCs, the
EDCs of the AG sample exhibit a bending back typical of a
hybridization, as confirmed by simple simulations of the
nodal spectra in the presence of an AF hybridization gap.
Using an effective tight-binding model with parameters
obtained from the fit of the underlying FS ðE � 0:05 ¼
�0:55½cosðkxÞþ cosðkyÞ� þ 0:32 cosðkxÞ cosðkyÞÞ, as well as
with a proper linewidth, we can simulate qualitatively the
nodal spectra of reduced and AG samples by introducing a
0meV (Fig. 1e) and a 110meV (Fig. 1f) hybridization gap,
respectively.

The first quadrant of the schematic FS of the reduced
and AG samples resulting from the AF hybridization
scenario is shown in Figs. 1g and h, respectively. While the
FS of the reduced sample has large holelike pocket FSs
centered at X ðp;pÞ points, the FS of the AG samples is
formed by small electronlike pocket FSs centered at
Mð0; pÞ points and small holelike pocket FSs centered at
ðp=2;p=2Þ. However, as previously shown, the latter is
strongly suppressed. The proposed topology of the FS is in
good agreement with recent Hall coefficient measurements
[5], which suggest the delocalization of holelike carriers
after the reduction process. Even though it is not possible
at this stage to establish a direct connection between
Cooper pairing in cuprates and the presence of the nodal
portion of the FS, our results suggest that its presence may
play an important role in the mechanism of high-Tc

superconductivity.
3. Summary

In summary, our systematic ARPES comparison of the
nodal properties of the reduced and AG samples indicates
in the latter the presence of a nodal leading edge gap
induced by AF hybridization. After the reduction process,
our results show that the long-range AF order is
suppressed and, as a consequence, no nodal leading edge
gap is observed.
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